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Prior:  The Coalescent 



Likelihood: Markov Process on Tree 



Inference Algorithms 

•! Collapsed inference algorithms: 
Markov process on latent nodes is marginalized 
analytically using belief propagation (sum-product) 

•! Greedy:  Bottom-up search for a single good tree 
•! Sequential Monte Carlo:  Approximate true posterior 

on trees by a weighted set of samples (particles) 



Inference via the Distributed Law 



Inference via the Distributed Law 



Inference via the Distributed Law 



Belief Propagation (Sum-Product) 
BELIEFS:  Posterior marginals (possibly approximate) 

MESSAGES:  Sufficient statistics (possibly approximate) 

neighborhood of node t 
(adjacent nodes) 

I)! Message Product 
II)!Message Propagation 



Belief Propagation for Trees 
•!Dynamic programming algorithm which exactly 

computes all marginals  

•!On Markov chains, BP equivalent to alpha-beta 
or forward-backward algorithms for HMMs 

•!Sequential message schedules require each 
message to be updated only once 

•!Computational cost: 
number of nodes 
discrete states  
for each node 

Belief Prop: 
Brute Force: 



Greedy Coalescent Clustering 
•!Belief propagation allows likelihoods to be 

computed by bottom-up message passing, 
integrates with bottom-up greedy merging 

•!Greedy-MaxProb:  At each iteration, find the 
optimal time for each candidate merge (pair of 
nodes), select the most likely pair+time 

•!Greedy-Rate1:  Find the most likely time for each 
pair to merge under equivalent formulation as 
independent rate 1 processes, take soonest 

•!Algorithmic structure nearly identical to Bayesian 
hierarchical clustering, but model is hierarchical 

O(n3)

O(n2)

O(n)



Nonlinear State Space Models 

•! State dynamics and measurements given by 
potentially complex nonlinear functions 

•! Noise sampled from non-Gaussian distributions 



Examples of Nonlinear Models 

Dynamics implicitly determined 
by geophysical simulations 

Observed image is a complex 
function of the 3D pose, other 

nearby objects & clutter, lighting 
conditions, camera calibration, etc. 



Nonlinear Filtering 

Prediction: 

Update: 



Particle Filters 
Condensation, Sequential Monte Carlo, Survival of the Fittest,! 

Sample-based density estimate 

Weight by observation likelihood 

Resample & propagate by dynamics 

•! Represent state estimates 
using a set of samples 

•! Propagate over time using 
importance sampling 



Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) 

de Freitas & Doucet, Tutorial at NIPS 2009 



SMC Algorithm 

de Freitas & Doucet, Tutorial at NIPS 2009 



SMC for Static Models 

de Freitas & Doucet, Tutorial at NIPS 2009 



Static SMC Applications 

de Freitas & Doucet, Tutorial at NIPS 2009 



SMC for Coalescents 

•! SMC-PriorPrior:  Sample time & pair of nodes from prior 
•! SMC-PriorPost:  Sample time from prior, sample pair of nodes 

from posterior given data and that time (discrete distribution) 
•! SMC-PostPost:  Sample time & pair of nodes from posterior 



Toy Brownian Diffusion Data 



Greedy Hierarchical Clustering 

NIPS Documents with Binary Encoding of Common Words 



World Atlas of Language Structures 
Data Restoration Accuracy: 


